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Stunning Progress on longevity





…Matched by strides in living standards



Middle class to dominate

Source : Projection by World Data Lab reported in The Times September 2018

NOW 2030



Success leads to new problems
– lifestyle & longevity diseases
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Mankind is on a digital journey

“ Cars are our feet
Calculators are our minds
Google is our memory.

Our lives NOW are only partly biological
with no clear split between the organic and 
technological, the carbon and the silicon.

We may not know yet where we are going
But we’ve already left where we have been.

”

Source : Closing remarks by DT Max in National Geographic feature, “The Next Human 
– taking evolution into our own hands” April 2017 



Digital adoption well underway in healthcare



Patient power is building as adoption increases

“by 2030 use of health apps will be almost universal”



Health and insurance services

Digital First changes healthcare and insurance

Digital search

• Doctors and agents 
have lost their 
position as ‘sole 
gatekeepers’  of 
knowledge in their 
respective domains

• Consumers will have 
more control



Digital First Business Models reshape industries

Why should healthcare be any different?



Health and insurance services

Digital is the macro trend in health insurance

MORE DATA    + DATA ANALYTICS  + ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS

=

HEALTHCARE TRANSFORMATION

“We will all have health data passports by 2030. 
Our personal health data will be more important than our financial data.

Data is the change agent for the healthcare industry”
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Chronic Conditions drive health protection gap in Asia

Source: Swiss Re  Asia Health Protection Gap Report October 2018 (16,000 households in 12 markets in Asia)



Affordability is a key challenge

Business as usual
Is a broken model



The cure : Indemnification to Prevention.
A partnership between insurers and consumers



Emerging healthcare value chain in a digital world

“a healthcare data exchange will be the enablng
custodian and exchange centre of healthcare data for all 

stakeholders. 
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Healthcare Platforms in Asia  - Examples

Good Doctor - Mobile 
access to healthcare

Wellness digital broker 
& EB platform

EB and health insurance 
admin platform (enabler)

Medical Triage

network connectivity
+ great data

Insurers need to decide : Partners, competitors or “co-opetition”?



Yashish Dahiya, co-founder  & CEO, Policybazaar, June 2018

Doc Prime– The Good Doctor for India?

“A large part of our business already comes from healthcare. We want to tap into 
that existing user base and offer them a network of doctors and other services

It will target the out-patient department market. We will have tie-ups with clinics, 
diagnostic centres and hospitals to launch OPD-specific insurance products.”

Source: https://www.livemint.com/



Nic Nicandrou, CEO Prudential Corporation Asia, August 2018

Insurers moving up the value chain

Source: https://www.prudential.co.uk/news/news-releases/2018/02-08-2018

“We are significantly expanding our role from protection to encompass the prevention 
and postponement of adverse health events. 

By empowering customers with self-help tools and real-time health information, we 
believe the Babylon-enabled platform will inspire them to take an active role in 
understanding and managing their current and future health needs.”



Reuters, September 2018

Insurers moving up the value chain



“If you look at the global healthcare market, 
which is worth about $10 trillion, there are 
huge tech-enabled savings to be made in areas 
such as wellness and long-term disease 
management. “

Source : Ali Parsa, founder, Babylon, The Times UK, 20/9/18
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www.the-digital-insurer.com

Working together to accelerate the digital transformation of insurance


